MAGNETIC STICKERS
APPLICATION

TIPS

CARE & USAGE

STEP 1 // PREPARATION
Make sure the surface is as smooth as possible
(small imperfections can be visible through the
sticker afterwards). Repair cracks and holes.
If necessary, patch and sand.

TEMPERATURE
Our magnetic stickers are suitable for
indoors (not for outdoors). The surface
needs to be at room temperature.
Outer walls may not be too cold
otherwise the sticker can come off the
wall.

MAGNETIC STICKER - IN GENERAL
All our magnetic stickers are waterrepellent.
// Clean with a soft cloth and a dash of
washing-up liquid.

Any surface should be made grease-free so that
the self-adhesive layer will attach optimal.
Degrease by using a blend of lukewarm water
and some household vinegar + a dash of
detergent.
Rinse with lukewarm water to remove any
detergent left behind. Let dry thoroughly before
applying the sticker.
TIP: Do not use ammonia for cleaning because it
can damage the self adhesive layer of the sticker.
STEP 2 // AIR TUNNELS
By making rolled up stickers flat, air tunnels can
occur which can dry up the self-adhesive layer.
Because of those potentional air tunnels, apply
the sticker within 2 hours after taking out of the
package.

SUITABLE UNDERGROUNDS
You can apply our magnetic stickers to
almost every smooth surface such as:
metal, wood, glass, carbon, paper, plastic,
painted walls & doors, kitchen cabinets,..
Note that all of the above mentioned
surfaces need to be degreased with some
lukewarm water, household vinegar and
a dash of detergent so that the selfadhesive layer can attach well.
TIP: coated or acryllic-painted walls and
doors should be roughend-up a bit first
with sandpaper for an optimal attach.
Let dry freshly painted walls min. 4 weeks
before applying a wall sticker.

STEP 3 // DETERMINE POSITION
Without removing the backing paper, position
the sticker on the wall with some tape and mark
the edges for having a reference point.

REMOVE
The longer the sticker has been stuck to
the surface, the more difficult it will be to
take it off.

STEP 4 // APPLICATION
Partly remove the upper side of the back foil.
Position the sticker in place and press firmly.
Carefully keep pulling off the backing paper
while working downwards. Keep rubbing the
sticker firmly with a soft cloth or a (soft) pressure
roller. Especially press down the edges well.

To remove the sticker:
you can gently heat it with
a hair dryer. This way, it will
come off more easily.
Obviously this works better on a clean
painted surface than to get it off a
wallpapered one.

TIP: Get rid of stubborn marks by using
a melamine sponge + a drip of washing-up
liquid + a dash of household vinegar.
MAGNETIC STICKER - CHALKBOARD
// Write with soft chalks of any colour.
Avoid liquid markers as they can leave
marks.
// Clean by using a damp cloth +
a drip of washing-up liquid. Get rid
of stubborn marks using a melamine
sponge (magic eraser) + a drip of washingup liquid + a dash of household vinegar.
When cleaning the chalkboard sticker for
the first few times, some black residu can
wear off from the chalkboard layer: this
will gradually disappear (the wallpaper will
remain black).
MAGNETIC STICKER - CHALK MARKER
// Write with chalk markers. We
recommend the white chalk markers from
Legamaster (avoid regular chalks as they
leave scratches.)
// Clean by using the included melamine
sponge + household vinegar and a dash
of washing-up liquid.
MAGNETIC STICKER - WHITEBOARD
// Write using dry-erase markers.
// Clean with a dry / humid cloth.

TIP: In the rare case that the sticker doesn’t stick
well, use ready mixed wallpaper glue* for adding
more glue-power.

* THE BELOW RECOMMENDED PASTES are available at professional paint and wallpaper stores and on our website.
BE & NL: Bison of Perfax;
wand&klaar behanglijm voor textiel & vinyl

DE: Metylan Ovalit TM;
Kleber für Textil- und Vinyltapeten

FR: Metylan Ovalit TM;
colle prête à l’emploi pour textile et vinyl

UK: Bartoline;
ready mixed wallcovering paste

USA: Roman’s Golden Harvest;
GH-34 ready-to-use paste for unpasted wallpaper

This manual is available on our website in NL, FR, DE & EN // www. groovymagnets.com

